Modeling sulfate removal by inhibited mesophilic mixed anaerobic communities using a statistical approach.
Optimizing sulfate removal by a mixed anaerobic mesophilic culture fed glucose, linoleic acid (LA) and sulfate under several pH conditions was performed using a three factor three level Box-Behnken design (BBD). Based on the BBD approach, a statistical model was developed to predict the residual sulfate concentration. The LA concentration, initial pH and the COD/SO4(2-) ratio were the three experimental factors under consideration. Increasing the COD/SO4(2-) ratio increased the quantity of sulfate removed. The COD/SO4(2-) ratio showed the largest effect on reducing the sulfate level. Significant interactions between the three experimental factors were confirmed by the surface plots, interaction plot and ANOVA. An analysis of residuals verified accuracy of the model. Acetate and H2 production was dominant in cultures with the pH set at 6.0 and 6.75 and fed LA. After 168 h, butyrate and H2S were associated with the largest quantity of sulfate removed. At a D-optimality value of 1.0, a minimum response (residual sulfate concentration) of 36.2 mg L(-1) was recorded at 1500 mg L(-1) LA with a COD/SO4(2-) ratio of 2.18 and a pH set at 6.0. Based on the conditions under consideration, the model provided a useful approach for predicting the residual sulfate concentration in inhibited mixed anaerobic cultures.